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Lady Tigers
hit the road
to Big West

September 14,1989

Anderson Y, community help Renovations are
children score soccer gear
underway for

McCaffrey Center

By Tom Gregory
Senior Staff Writer
If you're looking for a road to
ward the national championship, it
'may as well come through Stockton.
Pacific will play the top six teams in
the running for the coveted volley
ball titled UCLA, Stanford, Hawaii,
Illinois, Long Beach St., and Texas.
Two years removed from their
back-to-back national champion
ships, UOP is primed to regain the
title. They begin with the return of
nine letterwinnersand one of the best
frondines in the country with Elaina
Oden, Cathey Scotlan and Krissey
Fifer. The catalyst of the offense will
|{ be setter Melanie Beckenhauer, who
earned all-freshman honors for the
conference. Senior Pam Lance is
expected to help the Tiger offense as
well after having 297 kills last sea
son.Also, look for contributions from
Devin Scruggs, Heather Schoeny,
Sharon Kasser, and Alyson Smith.
Freshmen Vikki Simonis, Katy Eldridge Lisa Barbieri and Carol Conti
j to help the cause.

By Michelle Lounibos
Staff Writer
After staying in the planning
stages for five years, and receiving a
nudge by last year's arrival of ARA
Campus Dining, the McCaffrey
Center renovation is finally in the
construction stages. The new design
will give ARA the opportunity to
explore current dining service trends
and expand its service to better meet
student needs. At the same time, or
ganizations housed within the com
plex will benefit from the change.
According to Jim Paull, director
of the McCaffrey Center and Student
Activities, three major concerns
comprised the basis for the renova
tion ideas. Of primary concern was
developing improved food service
concepts and adequate dining space.
Although not an issue that people
"get all steamed up about," concern
has been expressed for upstairs
restrooms in the McCaffrey Center.
Finally, there is the need for a
variety of dining environments, par
ticularly a private dining area where
groups of students, faculty and staff
can discuss business over lunch.The
most efficient way to meet these needs
is the Food Mall concept. Although
the final Food Mall design plan has
yet to be approved, the area is mod
eled after ihe latest trend in dining

(See VOLLEYBALL, page 11)

CRIME REPORT

Public
Safety
stresses

prevention
the Department of Public Safety
arrested four suspects on auto bur
glary charges Saturday at the Univer
sity Townhouse Apartments parking
lot. The juvenile suspects had broken
into 11 cars before they were ar
rested. Public Safety estimated the
loss to property and damage at
$10,000. Much of the property has
been recovered by the department
and they are continuing the investi
gation of these crimes.
Since school started August 22,
there have been 17 reported auto
burglaries, an average of one per day.
According to The Stockton Record's
report'on August 31, auto burglaries
in the Stockton area are up 137%
over last year. Stockton Police attrib
ute the increase to the crack epi
demic. UOP Public Safety offers a
few rules to decrease potential breakins:
• Roll up windows, lock the car.
• Don't leave valuables visible in the
car.
• Park in lighted areas at night.
• Record serial numbers of auto ste
reo components.
• If possible, hide expensive stereo
components.
• Car alarms are helpful, if function
ing properly.
During theweek of Sept. 4 through
10, campus thefts amounted to $1,182
in losses: A wallet stolen from a dorm
room in Casa Jackson; a backpack
lifted from Khoury Hall containing a
wallet, calculators and books; and
various bicycles and bicycle parts.
Last Wednesday, thieves stole a
brown 1975 Toyota Corolla from the
University Townhouse parking lot.
Public Safety indicates that Toyota
tnd Nissan automobiles remain vulterable to theft.
Vandalism damage for the week
otaled $260. Windows were broken
3ut of both Alpha Kappa Lambda
"ratemity and South/West Hall.

Since 1908

Kirsten Miles—Pacifican

By Kirsten Miles
Assistant News Editor
A large group of deserving boys
and girls are now able to enjoy
playing soccer due to the efforts
and commitment of several Stock
ton community members, UOP
students from the Anderson Y, and
Stockton Mayor Barbara Fass.
On Friday, Sept. 1, about 60
Cambodian children excitedly
gathered at Oak Park to receive
soccer shoes, balls, and uniforms.
Mayor Fass donated the money for
these items and several adults were
on hand to help each child find the
shoe with the perfect fit.
Mayor Fass was extremely
pleased with the amount of com

munity involvement in the program.
The children were also thrilled with
the event, dribbling soccer balls across
the field to break in their new shoes.
The children, Cambodian refu
gees, live with their families hj the
Park Village Apartments, across the
street from Oak Park, and attend
Cleveland Elementary School. Ac
cording to Mayor Fass, there was
very little organized activity for these
children outside of school prior to
this event.
The Stockton Youth Soccer Asso
ciation helped coordinate the six-team
soccer league for the dhildren. Ac
cording to Fran Abbott, executive
director of the Anderson Y, the
Cambodian children are familiar with
soccer, but have yet to learn about

how organized leagues work.
Since August 1987, UOP stu
dents from the Anderson Y have
been working with the Cambodian
children. As a result of the Cleve
land School massacre last spring,
the Anderson Y has provided
summer programsfor the children.
Last summer UOP students from
the Anderson Y took 25 Cambo
dian children, who received "camperships," to Silver Lakes Camp
for a few fun and educational days.
Commenting on the philoso
phy of the Anderson Y, Abbott
stated, "If we're doing our part
well, we're providing lots of happy
experiences for these children."

Tiger band seeks more marchers
By Danika Oswald
Staff Writer
Pacific's marching band may be
stopped in its tracks if more players
don't join.
g
After three years of increased 9
membership, this year'sdecrease surprises Dr. Bob Halseth, UOP march- y
ing band director.
a
When Halseth came to UOP in ^
1986, the band had 33 members. In §
1987 the number climbed to 42, and
1988 marked a record year with 50
members. The 1989 band currently
has 36 instrumentalists from UOP
and three commuting from Delta.
Halseth explained that "36 isn't
enough to do a good job on the field,"
and that unless more players join, the
marchers won't perform field shows.
"Because the band is so small,
people wouldn't see the quality, they
would see the size," fears Halseth.
The band will still play in the
stands, go to every home game, and
support the team; but with less than
50 members, they won't go out on the
field during half-time. In contrast,
Fresno State's 80-member band will

Pacific marchers in stronger
years
play half-time at the first UOP home
game Sept. 16.
Current low membership also
jeopardizes the band's plans to play
at a San Diego Chargers game Oct.
22. The trip will be cancelled if mem
bership does not increase by Sept. 16.
Halseth welcomes anyone who
has had any experience playing a
band instrument,and emphasizes that
one need not have marching band
experience or be a music major. In
fact, he prefers to attract non-music
majors.
"It's a painless way to be in a

marching band," said Halseth. "We
try to make it a small time commit
ment."
Halseth emphasizes that the Pa
cific marching band is not like what
many potential players may have
experienced in high school. Pacific
marchers practice four hours a week
(Wednesday and Friday from 4:00pm
to 6:00pm) and two hours on each of
the four home game days. The march
ing aspect is played down. Halseth
would "never sacrifice the sound of
the band for the look of the band,"so
the marching routinesare very simple.
Marchers receive a stipend for the
year (last year it was $70), pizza, a
trip toSan Diego, a t-shirt, one unitof
credit (optional), free admission to
all home games, and use of the uni
form, as well as "being able to serve
the school in a very special way."
There are some instruments avail
able for student use.
Halseth said that the band only
needs ten more members to beable to
go out on the field and perform a
good show, but stresses "the bigger,
the better." Students interested can
contact Dr. Halseth at 946-3217.

services. This technique uses "food
courts" with separate service counter
areas. This allows patrons to identify
what type of food they want and
select it directly, rather than waiting
in a single long line. The food selec
tion will remain diverse, with a pro
posed deli line, green and pasta salad
bar, pastry section, grill, pizza counter,
soup area, and drink counter.
Creating the Food Mall started a
chain of major moves among the
McCaffrey Center offices and organi
zations. Before this began, however,
Paull made sure that each group would
benefit from the moves, that "every
one had tosee something in the deal."
ASUOP's location had long been
a hindrance to the organization.
According to Paull, lack of visibility
was a problem for them. The former
Art Gallery area was the ideal loca
tion for ASUOP with attractive win
dow vistas, more space, and an out
side entrance.
The Art Gallery suffered the only
loss of space in moving to the former
location of the Computer Store. The
gallery has gained more linear wall
space, however, with the planned
addition of a wall panel to cover the
windows.
The Computer Store will move
downstairs, more than doubling its
previous space and allowing for a

(See MCCAFFREY, page 2)

Volunteer committee
organized to promote,
publicize volunteerism
By Jennifer Fittinghoff
Staff Writer
"Pacific students are whole stu
dents, and part of that wholeness is
giving toothers," says Norrie Palmer,
assistant to the University Chaplain.
Despite the academic demands of
the UOP student, many have discov
ered the satisfaction of volunteer
service. Many are volunteers for such
varied programs as the San Joaquin
Women's Center, the Mary Graham
Hall Children's Center, and tutoring
the developmentally disabled. In
response to this activity the Office of
Student Life, led by Norrie Palmer, is
developing a committee to aid the
volunteers.
"We are researching whatstudents
are doing as organizations and as
individuals in community service,"
explains Palmer. "We are trying to
find a way to say 'thank you' [to the
volunteers], such as an annual stu
dent service award."

Palmerand hiscommittee are also
trying to establish a base to keep
track of volunteer activities, as well
as being a type of referral service for
students wishing to participate in
community service.
"There is a lot of need in this
area," says Palmer. "Students can get
involved by doing a one-time thing
like donating clothes, or they can
work once a week at a shelter for the
homeless."
Palmer notes that volunteer activ
ity is highly regarded by future em
ployers, but doesn't feel that is the
only reson to explore community
service. Palmer feels that the "real
reward is in the service itself."
Individuals and organizations
interested in pursuing volunteer work
should contact Norrie Palmer or Gary
Putnam in the Chaplain's office, 9462325. Palmer is also interested in
students who are already involved in
community service.
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NEWS
IN THE NEWS
Bookstore expands its hours... Beginning Sept. 20, the UOPBookstore
will change its Wednesday hours, opening at 8:30 a.m. and closing at 8:00
I p.m., to offer students evening hours.

Archania's 6th Annual Teeter Totter Marathon... To kick off the new
year the men of Archania Fraternity hosted their 6th Annual Teeter Totter
Marathon on Friday, Sept. 1 through Sunday Sept. 3.
The men of Archania teetered and tottered 48 hours to raise money to buy
I books for the University of the Pacific Library. The UOPlibrary has agreed
| to match the funds Archania raised dollar for dollar.
Cellular One and Apple Computer were also proud sponsors for the
event. Members of Archania sold "fun packs" full of T-shirts, visors, key
j chains, and frisbees to anyone interested. Proceeds from the$16 "fun packs"
will be donated to the library.

New UOP smoking policy... As of July 4, 1989, UOP has been
complying with the City of Stockton Smoking Control Ordinance. This
policy prohibits smoking in public building areas such as classrooms, nonprivate offices, auditoriums, libraries, restrooms, lounges and other com
mon areas.
Designated smoking areas may be created with the written approval of
a vice president or the president,provided that an equivalent area isset aside
for non-smokers.

UOP's Community Involvement Program celebrates birthday...
Aspiring university students from low-income families are able to attend
UOP through the Community Involvement Program. Sponsored by the
School of Education, students from local qualified families receive tuition
scholarships for full or partial costs.
The program has been in operation for 20 years. A celebration is
scheduled for Oct. 13 in Raymond Great Hall.

Pacific Parents Weekend Sept. 15-17... The University welcomes
faculty, staff, friends and parents to participate in a full day of seminars on
| Sept. 16. ABBQlunch will be offered,accompanied by the UOPband. That
evening, UOP football will take on Fresno State in their first home game.

Student of French wins award... Renee Deubner, sophomore, won
, third place in the intermediate level category in the competition in French
composition sponsored by the American Association of Teachers of French,
Northern California Chapter.

KUOPhosts beer tasting...TheCommunity Advisory BoardofKyOP^
FM, the National Public Radio affiliate licensed to KUOP, will present.the [
Second Annual California Beer Tasting on Thursday, Sept. 14 from 5 to 8
p.m. in the Pacific Athletic Club at the top of the UOPStadium .This benefit
for the radio station will feature fine beers provided by several microbreweries and small brew pubs in Northern California. Entertainment and
hors d'oeuvres will also be offered. Age 21 and over only. Tickets can be
purchased at KUOP or at any Dan Mellis Liquor Store in Stockton or
Modesto. Price is $15 per ticket and they can be reserved.

Religion and Revolution to be discussed at World on Wednesday...
Lary Meredith, professor of religious studies, who spent two months touring
China, Hong Kong, Korea, and Indonesia, will discuss the religious influ
ence in the Chinese revolution Sept. 20 at noon in the Bechtel Center.
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SIS Dean
announced
resignation
last summer

Soviet junior volleyball tours US
By Virginia Guches
Staff Writer
The University of Pacific's
women's volleyball team beat what
is thought to be the strongest Soviet
women's Junior National volleyball
team in five games as they began
their first U.S. tour.
The exhibition game, held at the
A.G. Spanos Center, is part of the
"Set for Friendship" program. It is a
combined effort of the United States
and the Soviet Union to establish
friendship through sports. "It was be
cause of Glasnost that we were able
to come to the U.S. Five years ago it
would have been impossible to come
for 11 days," said interpreter Titiana
Ponomariova.
The Junior National team is com
prised of 19 players, aging from 12 to
16 years old. Out of that 19,12 were
selected for the international tour. It
is one step down from the National
team, from which the Soviets draw
selected players for the Olympics.

Senate
begins year
By Sara Schroeder
News Editor

Monday evening's second
ASUOP Senate meeting featured ad
ministrators and students seeking the
audience of the Senate.
Judy Chambers spoke, dispelling
fears that the new alcohol policy im
plemented last year is an attempt by
the Office of Student Life to make
UOP a dry campus.
Surveys regarding the Pacific
Formal have been circulated through
out the campus, seeking a consensus
as to what type of event UOP stu
dents would attend. Students who
would like to fill out the survey or are
interested in working on the Formal
should go to the ASUOP office, sec
ond floor of the McCaffrey Center.
|]jjgny Gleason, speaker of OA
SIS, presented a plan that, in con
junction with ARA, would provide
weekly lunches to the needy in the
community. Under the plan, students
would be able to donate a meal from
their meal plan each week by signing
up using their Social Security num
ber. ARA would then provide lunches
to be distributed to the community.
At the first meeting August 28,
the Senate voted on an emergency
allocation of $9,000 to cover the
remaining costs of the summer move.
This was in addition to the $10,000
allocated at the end of last year.
Communication problems left the
Senate unaware of the final cost fig
ures when school let out last spring.

"This particular team is thought to be
the strongest junior team the Soviets
have," said Jayne McHugh, UOP
second assistant coach.
For the Soviets, volleyball begins
at an early age with training in a
special sports school. Sveteana Vasilevskaja, 16, was chosen to play for
the Soviet Kids volleyball team while
in the first grade.
"When the scouts visit the pri
mary schools they look for height. I
was chosen because I was tall of my
age. I then started my training at
Vralochka-Sverdlask, in the Ural
Mountains near the Siberian border,"
remembers Vasilevskaja.
When asked how the Soviets were
able to balance homework and play
ing, Pnomariova said, "Most of the
volleyball players have finished their
secondary schooling (high school),
but while on the road, their only
concentration is playing volleyball,
not on homework. It is too early to
think about furthering their educa
tions; although, if a student wants to

continue, the government will pay
for it in the form of a stipend."
While on tour the team will keep
the same regiment,practicing twicea
day for two hours. "I try to make
every second count," said Va
silevskaja. "After this tour, I will
continue to play volleyball for the
Union Champion from November to
April, traveling around the Soviet

By John Carmichael
Guest Writer

Union."
When asked how they felt about
the change in food, Kevin Hawkins
of Hawks-Sport said that "they really
like fresh fruit, they really like ba
nanas. On the trip down here they
wiped the plane out of bananas."
They will tour for 24 days, visit
ing six states in the U.S. and two
Canadian provinces, playing 11
games.
"Set for Friendship" was organ
ized by Hawks-Sport. The reception
before and after the game was held by
the UOP Office of International Pro
grams.

McCaffery Center Renovation
(MCCAFFREY, from page 1)
closer affiliation with it's "parent
store," the bookstore.
The grocery store will also in
crease its area, obtain an outside
entrance, and allow easier access to
the loading docks.
Paull stressed that all of the stores
and offices will benefit from an in
crease in security, as there are now
separate entrances for each unit of
the McCaffrey Center.
Because it would have been im
possible to complete all construction
during the summer, the remodeling
was split into phases. The first phase
of the plan involved the completion
of the major moves during the sum
mer. According to Paull, phase one is
almost complete. There is still "a lot
of fine tuning to be done," he said,"but
all the moves are operational."
The second phaseof the remodel
ing deals with the completion of the
Food Mall. This area is scheduled to

•fV".

Dr. P. Edward Haley, former DeanC^ >. T
of the School of International Stud-f ^
les, announced his resignation lastiljl-11"
W
-rfiL
June.
H.
After a lengthy search, Haley was# J
named dean of SIS in May 1988. He;
.jyjpf*
was the school's first dean since it'sff. mi# ' y.
formation in the fall of 1987. He citedjpUot^' ,
personal reasons for his resignationir, ^
According to Dr. David Keefe, cur-#
rent acting assistant dean of SIS, "Dril^ytiiJf 1U'( (
Haley feltenormous family pressures. ' |)0tc0'1,"li', ,
H e w a s a n o n l y c h i l d , a n d h i s m o t h e r ! ) ! " ]^ a f n '
had a stroke in December of 1988."I
Before his work at Pacific, Haleyk
lived in Southern California. HeLj'f^ i
served as a professor of political sci-j v s
ence at the Claremont Colleges, and#
lived in fairly close proximity to his®1

be completed between semesters,
hopefully operating by the third week
of January. Because there is more
involved than a physical move, this
will take longer.
While this means inconvenience
for the present, the new dining facili
ties in the McCaffrey Center promise
to be a vast improvement. Paull real
izes the students' preferences for
varied dining atmospheres. The new
dining areas will range from open
tables, for those who like to socialize,
to private booths.
Paull emphasized that the com
mittee "will be very concerned with
taste." They are developing a "lively,
high-energy student environment"
that will not quickly outdate itself.
The committee's concern for people's
opinions and aesthetics is definitely
in the student body's favor and leads
one to believe that soon the "Ratt"
will not be greatly missed.

"...a personal deci- jj
sion made by Dean
Haley to return to ise'^financial
o
Southern California,
based primarily on too hi9"*
family concerns."
_ Kent Halstead
family.
ResearchA^odat^
Dr. Rueben Smith, the interim
dean of SIS, said that while he was cording i° ^ Mir%C; h„
not aware of the circumstances sur , tuition and lces " 1
rounding Haley's resignation, he is] gj schools is up *ven P"
"very happy to pitch in, and will] 0 $1,694. Studcfl««r",;r
continue to do so until a permaneni swillpay an«veragc °' >
dean is selected." He added that hi: acent more than m
"original area of interest was in the] earpublic schools raise
r"
realm of international studies."
five percent to SM2. Pnsau
Dr. Lee Fennell, Academic Via as schools hiked their pru ci
President, echoed Dr. Keefe's asser-| ageofsevenpercent.ioS4.71
tions that the resignation was "a per
itiontohighertuition.il-'
sonal decision made by Dean Haley
to return to Southern California, basetfl
primarily on family concerns." Dr.
Haley could not be reached for com
ment.
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Is your computer syntax throwing
a loop in your schedule?
Is getting a proper meal an
exercise in quantum
mechanics?
Fear not. Domino's
Pizza will give your
brain a break as well
as provide nutritious
energy.
We deliver madeto -order pizza in
30 minutes or less.
Now that's a
formula you can't
afford to miss.
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4343 Pacific Ave.
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Get a 12" Original-style one-item pizza for only $5.00
(includes tax). No coupon necessary. Just ask for the
$5.00 Wacky Wednesday Special when ordering
Additional items extra. Offer good only on Wednesday.
Not valid with any other offer. Expires: 9/13/89
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Get a 16" Original-style one-item pizza for only $8 00
(includes tax). No coupon necessary. Just ask for the
$8.00 Wacky Wednesday Special when ordering
Additional items extra. Offer good only on Wednesday
Not valid with any other offer Expires: 9/27/89.
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ACROSS THE NATION
Tuition again soars past inflation
I (CPS) — For the ninth year in a

L

the price students pay to attend
fiei
| jllegc has risen faster than the inflaw«,^ar»nichi
t,n rate, says the College Board.
Nationwide, collegians will pay
average of 5-to-9 percent more for
[ion and fees this academic year,
,
CCHs>««al T; College Board reported in its
'•
s
gna "lu-onual tuition survey released at the
Mu.r ,
'8nati„^
r
a'cn
°n (slid of August. The general inflation
'-! ' 'n (,f
iteforthe 12 months ending in June
^isjas 5.2 percent.
Tit
le Educators and other adult ob'^(vers.bemoaned the increases, yet
S°"s for K
7 Heci
I
%ierally thought the price of college
ii pLained affordable. Students, on the
K assist, DavidWr
"tt(1cannfD '^therhand, seemed to greet the news
, " °UsfamiK.
Mill more alarm.
"If they hike tuition again next
)oceihber of ^0t -;earJ'm not coming back," declared
n° "lelissa Lopez, a University of New
°uthern r> ,.
Ha Mexico junior. Despite an eight-day
u a«
indent occupation of President Gers i-d May's office last spring, UNM
< id'ficials raised the annual in-state
u
reprox»nfiityt0 isition by $100, making tuition a
-tal of $1,372.

5%

sion

^,0n modebvD
yDeo If a student says
Molev
he can't go be
cause of financial
Primarily,, problems, then it's
too high."
"milv concerm:
— Kent Halstead
; - t n Smith, the mteln
Research Associates
•M o|
D.said that while he
A
According to the survey, the
of the circumstances»
tiixi
!>erage
tuition and fees at public
'uley s resignation, h
iur-year schools is up seven per•w7 nappy to pitch in,

mt, to $1,694. Students at private
d° so until a permait
"hools willpay an average of $8,737,
»selected." He added that b
riJl »ca of interest was ii .ne percent more than in 1988-89.
'Wyear public schools raised their
Mbn of international studies."
ition five percent to $842. Private
IX Lee Fennell, Academic|
Wyears schools hiked their prices
tc s tent, echoed Dr. Keefe'sasjj-!
iaverage of seven percent, to $4,713.
ns that the resignation was "i
In addition to higher tuition, the
'njd decision made by Dean Hi
>n : im to Southern California,bS
nmarily on family concerns."
lalcy could not be reached forci
<1,inue u>

m

College Board said students can
expect to pay six to seven percent
more for on-campus room and board.
Despite the rapid growth in tui
tion and fees, about the only official
who expressed much worry concern
ing the jumps was U.S. Department
of Education Secretary Laura Cavazos. "I am increasingly concerned
about the growing gap between the
price of higher education and what
the students can afford," Cavazos
said. "Every leader inhigh education C
must make holding costs down a I
'81-'82 '82-'83 '83-'84 '84-'85 '85-'86 '86-'87 '87-'88 '88-'89 '89-'90
CCTJ
priority."
a.
In fact, colleges are doing an Q)
Basic undergraduate rate for Stockton campus excluding engineering and pharmacy;
inflation rates not presented; data courtesy of UOP Finance Center.
"extraordinary" job of holding down e
their costs, maintained Richard RosAmerican incomes as they were two
system, but only after students at 16
ser of the Washington,D.C.-based
decadesago. Consequently, Halstead
of the system's 18 campuses took
National Association of Independent
believed college is still "a goodbuy.
over administrationbuildings in pro
Colleges and Universities. They're
It's hard to make the case that most
test.
doing it, too, at a time when they're
mid-to-lower class students can't
In general, the more typical sce
afford (college)," he said. "Most in
scratching for funds to keep faculty
nario is the increased tuition. Some
creases are only about $100 a year.
members from leaving for more lu
schools are also opting to charge new
People can buy a portable radio for
crative jobs in private industry, to
students more than current ones. The
repair campus facilities left unmainthat price."
University of Chicago, Duke, Johns
College will continue to be a
tained for years, and to retool cam
Hopkins, Seton Hall and George
bargain until "people say they can't
puses for the computer age.
Washington universities have all an
afford as much education as they
As a result, higher education
nounced two-tiered plans in which
want," Halstead said. "If a student
remains "within the reach of virtually
new students will be hit with bigger
says he can't go because of financial
every qualified student," asserted
increases than those imposed on upproblems, then it's too high." How
College Board President Donald
perclass students. At Duke, new arts
ever, some students argue tuition has
Stewart in releasing the report. He
and sciences students will pay an
already reached that point.
said students who don't have the
extra $1,450 more than returning stu
Southern Arkansas University,
money themselves can get it from
dents.
along with other schools, opted not to
some $26 billion worth of financial
Students might as well get used
increase tuition. Southern Arkansas
aid available to collegians every year.
to annual tuition increases of approxi
cut money from equipment, travel
"There's no reason for qualified
mately six to seven percent in the
and other budgets to avoid raising its
students not to be enrolled in higher
forseeable future, predicted ACE's
rates. "This is a trade-off between
Merkowitz.
education," agreed David Merkowgetting as much quality as we can
ilz of another Washington, D.C.Despite all the complaining,
afford
andkeeping students here who
students appear to be willing to pay.
based organization, the American
might drop out," said President Ha
"It's incredibly high," said senior
Council on Education (ACE), a
rold
Brinson
in
announcing
the
deci
Delia Reid of her tuition at Benning
campus presidents' trade group.
sion.
ton College in Vermont, which at
Kent Halstead of Research As
Earlier this spring, New York
$16,495, is the highest in the country.
sociates of Washington, D.C., added
Governor Mario Cuomo vetoed a
"But it's worth it. If you don't have a
that his 1988 study of college prices
proposed $200 a year tuition hike for
penny and they want you to come
concluded tuitionrates remain about
the City University of New York
here, they make sure you can."
the same percentage of the average

UOP tuition over the past nine years
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National fraternity
scraps pledging
(CPS) — The 90 Zeta Beta Tau
fraternity chapters around the coun
try willjunk their pledging programs
this fall, marking the first official
adoption of a radical National Interfraternity Council (NIC)proposal that
all fraternities find alternative meth
ods to bring in new members.
ZBT's Supreme Council ordered
its member chapters in August not to
hold their traditional "pledge weeks"
this academic year. Instead they are
to replace them with less physical
programs stressing brotherhood and
service.
Under thenew program, pledges
will become brothers 72 hours after
receiving a bid from the fraternity.
Then they enter an ongoing educa
tional program. In addition,-there
will be a semi-annual brotherhood
review"to make sure members are
living up to the requirements.
"We've been trying for at least
25 years to stop hazing and all of our
efforts have failed. The only way to
stop it is to stoppledging," saidRonald
Taylor, ZBT's national vice presi
dent. Although ZBT chapters have
been involved in contoversial parties
involving strippers at the universities
of Pennsylvania and Wisconsin in
recent years, Taylor said that no single
incident had prompted the move. Both
incidents drew disciplinary actions
from university officials.
"We've had, as have other or
ganizations, a continuation of hazing
incidents. None life-threatening or
severe, but we worry about it," said
fraternity Executive Director James
E. Greer, Jr.
However, a tragic, seemingly
unstoppable series of deaths, inju
ries, fights and racial incidents in

volving pledges to various fraterni
ties across the nation has led a grow
ing number of states and campuses to
restrict or outlaw hazing. Among
these are fraternal organizations at
Rutgers University, Lowell, Tennes
see, Texas, and Cal State/Santa Bar
bara.Inrecent years, dozens of states,
including Texas,Missouri, andPenn
sylvania have made hazing a crime.
Drastic measures havebeen taken by
Colby, Amherst, Gettysburg, Middlebury and Castleton State colleges
resulting in the banning of all frater
nities and sororities.
Last December, in an effort to
keep more schools from abolishing
fraternities, the NIC convention in
Burlinghame, Calif., suggested all
greek groups find"alternatives to the
pledging process."
Although initial reaction among
fraternity members was negative,
many of them say they are willing to
try. "My first reaction was a sense of
betrayal from the national (ZBT
council). It didn't seem fair," said
Danny Pardo, a ZBT from San Diego
State University. "Now after reading
the program, I'm all for it." Added
Danny Seigal,president of Syracuse
University's ZBT chapter, "Eventu
ally all national fraternities will go
this way. In a few years, no one will
know whatpledging is because it will
have ended. That's the only way fra
ternities will survive into the 21st
century."
Brothers generally don't think
that dropping the pledge weeks will
keep prospective members away."A
lot of high-quality young men willbe
interested [in joining] that previously
were not because of all the malarky
of pledge week," said Taylor.
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EDITORIAL
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Help others;
help yourself

•> '^
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tudents at Pacific have a reputation in the Stockton com
munity of being the "fortunate few." We're thought of as
having been lulled into complacency by our privileged up
bringings and comfortable surroundings.
Unfortunately, this too often is true.
We have a tendency to view this campus as an island, and
not as a part of the Stockton community. But the problems
affecting Stockton affect us and require our response.
That is why news of the Office of Student Life starting a
committee to recognize and aid campus volunteers is so
encouraging.
But it would be even more encouraging to see more
students and campus organizations indulge in the art of giving
to those who are less fortunate. Some already do, and they
deserve commendation. But for all those that do, there are
many more who don't.
Perhaps the advent of the new volunteers committee will
cause more people to reflect upon how much they've been
given and how little they give.
Helping others is easy-too easy and too important to be
ignored or put off.
Ask anybody on this campus who's helped feed the hungry
at a homeless shelter, volunteered at a nursing home, or
cheered on athletes at the Special Olympics how rewarding
the act of giving can be.
Or, talk to somebody who has volunteered at the San
Joaquin Women's Center or worked with underprivileged
children about the value of helping others.
But don't stop there. Follow their lead and get involved
yourself. Call the Office of the Chaplain and ask how you can
help.
It's that simple. By helping others you make a difference
in their lives as well as your own.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
President's
message
Welcome back to UOPand a year
full of excitement and fun!
Last May, in the proposal to relo
cate the ASUOP Office, Tiger's
Grocery, and the Annex, we initially
planned to get everything done by
mid-August. However, due to the
wait for the city's electrical inspec
tion and permit for occupancy, as
well as other difficult circumstances,
the project was not completed on
time. I sincerely apologize for all
inconveniences that were created by
the delay of the relocations.
On July 24,Beth Johnson assumed
the i position of ASUOP Business
Manager. Beth is setting up a perma
nent accounting system compatible
to that of the University's, proce
dures to control monetary expendi
tures of ASUOP, and methods to maintian financial data in an accurate and
efficient manner. ASUOP funds are
student money and I will do my best
to make sure that it is used solely for
the purpose of supporting programs
and services to benefit the entire stu
dent body.
In order to maintain clear and
consistent communication between
students and their student leaders, we
have developed a monthly letter. With
the financial
sponsorship of the
Bookstore and ARA Dining Serv
ices, the first ASUOP Monthly Letter
will be sent to you in October.
Under the supervision of Concert
Director Gary Miller, the Pacific
Formal is in planning stages. Please
look for further information on this
exciting event.

ASUOP is going to organize a
S tudcnt Book Exchange to allow you
to sell and buy back textbooks from
fellow students at a 55-70% of the
retail price. Our plan is to have this
program in place by the beginning of
the Spring Semester.
During this academic year, you
will be kept in constant communica
tion with ASUOP. Your input, par
ticipation, and support will strengthen
ASUOP and enhance our college
experience. Whenever you have any
questions or concerns, please come
by the ASUOP Office or call me at
946-2233.
Once again, welcome back and
have a terrific year!
Chinh H. Vu
ASUOP President

Bike locks
needed
I havea recentconcern about some
of the changes in the Classroom
Building that need to be addressed.
Why have all the bike lockers
been removed from the Classroom
Building? Is it because they were too
expensive to maintain? For students
who bike to the Classroom Building
there are not sufficient areas to lock
up. Instead, people are locking their
bikes to bannisters within the build
ing and benches in the plaza. This
may seem insignificant to most
people, but for those of us out there
from 9-5 we need a SAFE place for
our bikes that doesn't pose fire haz
ards.
Scott Mountford

Shumway
questioned
Washington, D.C., has been in
such a turmoil about ethics investiga
tions, allegations, and PAC money
scams lately that the real business of
Congress going on behind all the
media hype intrigue is being passed
over.
While all these flashy distractions
fly out from Capitol Hill, our con
gressional representative's records
seem to have been forgotten. An
interesting footnote on the voting
record of our current 14th district
representative, Norman Shumway,
should be brought to the surface.
On Oct. 20,1987, Representative
Norman Shumway voted against a
bill urging the South African govern
ment to release from jail all children
under the age of 18 being held with
out charges.
The bill was favored with 405
votes cast for, and three votes against.
Mr. Shumway was one of these three
votes against the bill.
It should also be noted that the
California Secretary of State's Office
reports that Mr. Shumway and his
wife Luana were given an all-ex
pense-paid vacation to South Africa
by a pro-South African foundation
recently.
Does Mr. Shumway indirectly
support South Africa's brutal racial
system of Apartheid? Let's hope not,
but the record still speaks for itself.
If Mr. Shumway voted against
this bill because he feels in some way
this ugly system of racial separation
in white-controlled South Africa
shouldn't be abolished, one might

say he took an incredible blow at t
face of humanity, the common dig
nity of the children of South Africa y j,'#
' .,
rvianHAn thr*
rMti7PXlC of
nf thi
not to mention
the citizens
tht . 1-'»
United States he represents.
I am offended by his insensitivit]
on this issue. I cannot support a ma Lon Seiuing''
who sells out our trust to indirectl
support the continuing cycle of rack
violence in South Africa. For th Pie®KicniAtdiky^E
Presto
children of South Africa and our owi wtoliveson
sense of moral dignity, let's tell M presideai > • •
Shumway his services are no longe President's kit'
needed in Washington, D.C., for th [ofanARAcL'f-L
next term.
I nity respond:
Let's reclaim our democracy. fmyiastebuds.
ptiilhcnun*"
Scott C. Dye UsemcesoUOP
Shingle Spring
(give the boot D< VKCt. II
twgdini
that AR \ a;. •
gfor could M
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The Pacifican welcomes let
ters to the editor. All letters must
Qr
be typed, double spaced, and
should not contain more than 250 Qn
words. They must be signed and
must include an address and veri
fiable telephone number.
The Pacifican reserves the right
to edit all letters for length an
clarity.
Deadline for submission is Fri
^eajoy/*
day at noon.
Bring or mail all letters to the
University of the Pacific, 3rd flooi fy
Hand Hall, Stockton, CA 95211
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"What do you think of the remodeling in the McCaffrey Center?
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Tim Brisson
1st Year Senior
Engineering-Physics

Nicole Lovett
Freshman
Communication

Steve Schwartz
Senior
Political Science

Linda Elder
Junior
Poli. Sci./Communication

Tim Zieber
Senior
History

Chad Kurashige
Senior
Sports Medicine

"It's a good idea to put the
computer store next to the
book store."

"I don't really understand
why they would have to
move everything if no one
requested the change."

"I think it's a good idea. The
grocery store downstairs is
convenient."

"I think they should have
done it during summer
instead of during the school
year."

"I think that the (grocery)
store is more accessible, but
moving the Ratt was a mis
take because it was a cen
tral place for students to
meet."

"I think it should have bee j
completely done by the tirnf
the students got back to
school."
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Q PINION
ALL THAT'S FIT TO PRINT

Pacifican changes explained
We've changed! You may
have noticed that The Pacifican has an entirely new look,
put the design changes aren't
the only changes you'll see.
The Pacifican has im
proved a great deal in the past
few years and we want to
continue that trend. We felt
1he Pacifican needed a
inakeover. Past Pacificans
have been good, but we
wanted to make the paper
even better.

(

' ' m incredible bi
nnnity, the

'owkth

While we are updating the
look of The Pacifican, we are
also working to improve our
news coverage. This year, we
will continue striving to report
the news accurately, objec
tively and fairly. We want this
newspaper to be a reliable news
source for our readers.
While we work to be as
professional as possible, pub
lishing a college newspaper is
still a learning experience. One
of the reasons for a campus

Adventures in
summer dining

:;fldrenofSou5S

By Rhonda Filer
Editor in Chief
newspaper is to give students
practical experience in journal
ism. And like professional
newspapers, we aren't perfect.
If you have a suggestion or
criticism, please let us know.
We need student and faculty
opinions. Our job is to report
the news—yours as a reader is
to respond to what we print

This is just as much your paper
as it is ours.
Changes and improvements
won't happen unless you do
something about it. The Paci
fican is one of the few ways
students can not only voice their
opinions, but reach a large
audience as well. The Pacifi
can is read by at least 5,000
people, including students,
faculty, administration, regents,
parents, alumni and local busi
ness people. How else can you

Bush's war on drugs fails:
Doesn't solve problem
Causes of drug crisis examined

'IHn the citizens o th ^it0TS Note: T^e following is one student's perspective on the quality of
' s he represents
the food in the dining halls over the past summer session.
offended by his insensLij
is issue. I
By Tony Gleason
cannot supporta
They wewrecooked twelve at a time,
iwEByLori Seitzinger
Senior
staff writer
while twelve more waited in the oven
Guest Writer
to be served. ARA mass produces
President Bush used his first major televised speech to
hockey pucks-about sixty at a time' Africa. Fo th President Atchley, the gray haired
the nation last week togive his administration's version of
-that are burnt on the outside and raw
' A'r'caandounwi man who lives on President's Way in
the re-invigorated war on drugs. Meanwhile, Colombia
1 t ignity, let s tel Mi ^president's House, that has a prion the inside.
started receiving $65 million worth of weapons, military
These lovely pucks, along with
U lics ^ no'n8( vate President's kitchen, that is vaequiptment, and military training assistance to help in its
their partner darts, are prepared be
ARAchef-heisthemanl
war on those who grow coca, produce cocaine, and market
fore lunch and sit upon warm water
hold soley responsible for the death
the drug.
' Uim our democrat:. , . . , A
that issuppossed tokeep them warm,
Continued US aid efforts, which under Bush's plan will
T of my taste buds.
but does not. If some unlucky person
rely on militaristic means, will produce the same futile
He is the man who brought ARA
Scott C. •ye
were to come at the close of lunch,
attempts as past endeavors have on the production of
' Dining Services to UOP, and the man
Shingle Sp
they
would
be
given
a
cold,
hard
cocaine. Bush's plan fails to attack, even account for, the
who gave the boot to our own award
piece
of
meat
resembling
a
puck
or
a
roots of the drug problem.
winning dining services. The big
A wide range of criticism has been levied against
dart.
I controversey that ARA catered his
Bush's
"new" war on drugs. Virtually all critics agree that
I
can
truly
say
that
the
ARA
1
json's wedding for freecould not have
the war is going to be a long and demanding battle with a
summer
dining
adventure
is
one
that
jbeen the deciding factor in his choice
bleak oudook. The Democrats see nothing innovative
I wished I would have missed. Presi
I pttprj j to bring ARA to UOPfTf anything it
about the renewed efforts, and many believe that the war
dent
Atchley
may
be
saving
two
^*
11should have cost them the contract if
will take a great deal more money over a longer period of
hundred
dollars
a
year
per
student
en
! the food was anything like what they
time.
route to fixing the universities'
• serve the students. It is slowly deteA controversy has arisen over the allocation of the
budget, but at what cost?
funding for the war on drugs. Previous administrations
Mllions of billions of taste buds
have traditionally spent more on law enforcement (which
are at stake here, and personally I
attempts to attack the supply of drugs) than on treatment
et|
don't want mine to be the sacraficial
the Pacifican
for addicts or prevention education. Bush continues this
lamb!
All H*
trend with nearly 70% of the budget suggested allocated
Perhaps if President Atchley
towards law enforcement, meaning more prisons, more
ivncd, double spaced,
would regularly eat in thedining hall,
courts, more prosecutors, and intensified efforts to break
„
not con utinntorethan
I could forgive him for his dictatorial
up the cartels and distributors.
' ncy must be signed
,r(l.s incy
decision, but this is yet to happen.
and ;nf
Many now contend that the spending ratio should be
^..Kludcan**'
The once in a while meal doesn't cut
50-50, allocating half toward law enforcement efforts and
it, because anyone can eat a bad meal
half toward treatment and prevention education. The Bush
lcan
once in a while, but three times a day
yhePacif
f
administration rejected that notion and instead stayed the
is a different story. My sole hope is
,dit all letters for
course (much the same course since Nixon's administra
riorating and quickly becoming
that
the
health
department
shuts
them
!fi
tion) and focused most of the money on law enforcement.
harder to enjoy.
lisSionisj
iritydown,
which
maynotbetoofaroutof
forsubtn
Much of this enforcement will be increased military and
The first hint of problems was last
Dcadlinc
law enforcement aid for the nations of Colombia, Bolivia,
reach.
letters tlr *cek when the menu read"rost beef'
,v at noon
and
Peru, tripling the previous amounts of military aid to
Today for lunch I had a B.L.T.,
of
rn aila""",rflW
r, irdfl> and"freichicken."Fortunately,these
m,„go '
these
countries.
and when I went to put mayonaise on
wS::
,ityoft
'c^ 95111 were spelling mistakes as we as
mhePaC
These
arguments have not exposed the root causes of
it, I found some strong evidence for
i flail Stockton,sumed. But the next night we had
the drug crisis. Militaristic solutions might stem the flow
investigation. The mayonaise had
"yerkey alaking" and "potasta." By
of drugs or hinder the cartels, but they will not provide the
formed a hard, yellow crust on top
now you are probably asking yoursolution unless the underlying forces that create the de
that resembled vanilla pudding that
self the same question I was asking
mand for the production and consumption of the drugs are
had been left in the fridge one week
myself. What is yerkey alaking and
stopped. These causes include the reality that an alarming
too long. And underneath there wasa
' Potasta?
number of Americans depend on mind altering chemicals;
milky like substance oozing through
UOP Dining Services never
as well as the fact that unless a suitable and profitable
the cracks of the crust. I was in
alternative to growing coca can be found for the peasants
served us anything called yerkey
formed
that
the
mayonaise
had
been
slaking or potasta, so it was new to
like this for three days, and nothing
me. And I knew dinner was not going
had been done to correct the problem.
t0 be good because like so many
I
asked for new mayonaiseand it was
other nights, no one else was in line,
quickly
replaced.
sod theempty trays were littered with
But
the
next time I have to make
remnants of cereal, salads, and peaa
request
that
should not have to be
out butter and jelly sandwiches.
requested,
Chuck
(the managerof the
When I got to the food, I looked
quad dining halls) is going to be
sod quickly closed my eyes hoping it
wearing this lovely mixture.
^ould disappear, only to reopen them
It is bad enough that they cannot
to find it was still there. Was the
make
the food and that it is killing my
yerkey alaking the brown slop or the
taste buds, but since I live in the
yellow slop? So I asked the server,
residence halls, which is required of
What are the entrees?". She replied,
freshmen and sophomores, I am re
"Beef stew and turkey lucky"
quired to have at least a ten meal per
Turkey lucky? I wasn't lucky
week plan. Therefore, anyone living
because I had to eat the slop and I
in theresidence halls becomes trapped
d°n't think the turkey was feeling
between spoiled mayonaise and
Particularly lucky either. I passes on
yerkey alaking and potasta.
both and had some white rice and a
But maybe the strategy behind
salad.
ARA's system is if the cannot cook it,
I don't think the food is particu
they rename it. By the way, yerkey
larly nutritional either since most of
alaking and potasta was reall turkey
il
,
f is fried, breaded, and of poor qualala?king and potatoes. And tonight
c}]0
'ty'-lhe meat is 40% filler. Which
we are having "creole moodle. Like
,,J('f jQpC J^j( tP ieads me to my next question.
thl
I said, it's an adventure I could have
What exactly are those hockey
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Millions and
billions of taste buds
are at stake here,
and personally, I
don't want mine to
be the sacrificial
lamb!
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Pucks and wiener darts made of? In
fhe good 'ole days under UOP these
' ^ere called hamburgers and hotdogs.

missed.

efficiently reach such a large
and diverse audience?
We want The Pacifican to
be the best it can be, but we
need your input. Let us know
how we're doing. After all,
we publish The Pacifican for
our readers, not for ourselves.
Editor's Note: "All That's
Fit to Print" is a regular col
umn written each week by a
different member of The. Paci
fican editorial board.

Dear
mom:
send
money
Dear Mom,
Gosh, it sure is swell to be back in
Stockton at keen 'ole UOP. I've had
such the fun time, you wouldn't even
believe it!
Of course I haven't gone to class
yet, but...1 know we've been in school
for about three weeks now,
and...hmmm...maybe I should ex
plain.
You see, Mom, it's like this-my
first day back I went to the Registrars
Office and stood in line so I could do
this "validate" thing. I'm not sure
what the purpose of this "validate"
thing is, but they make us do it any
way.
So I got to the front of the line and
the registrar lady told me that before
I could validate, I had to go to the
Finance Center. So, I said,"No prob-

Ramblings
By Mike Randolph

Editorial Editer
in the Andean mountains they will continue to grow coca,
a major source in the production of cocaine.
lem, that's cool, I'll go to the Finance
Coca has been grown and consumed for centuries in Center."
the Andes, although the recent demand for cocaine has
And so I got to theFinance Center
brought an influx of newcomers to the region to grow
and there was this massive line of
coca. It is extremely profitable for these farmers to pro
people coming out of the building. I
duce coca. They can receive roughly (US) $1,500 from a
mean, it was HUGE!
hectare of coca in a good year. Coca is a great deal more
And everybody who came out of
reliable and cost effective than other products, such as
the Finance Center looked really
coffee or oranges. In one experiment, Bolivian farmers
angry, frustrated, and depressed.
have rejected macadamia nuts, which the US government
So I kinda got the idea that maybe
has tried to get them to produce instead of coca, because
this wasn't gonna be fun.So after
coca was simply more profitable.
about four hours, I finally got to the
The other root cause of the drug crisis will require a front of the line.
great deal more than money or stricter law enforcement.
When I did, the Finance Center
The whole American psyche and the trends of this society
lady told me that (get this, Mom) I
which have created the need for mind altering chemicals
owed them $8,000 or I couldn't go to
will need to change. As William Bennett, the federal drug
school or buy books.
policy adyisor, has stated, "What the nation really needs
B ut I told the Finance Center lady
is moral reform."
that my checkbook balance wasn't
There are different aspects of drug use and herein may even three Figures and that if I wrote
lie where the real concentration needs to be put. Casual, an $8,000 check it just might bounce.
usually upper class users take drugs for extremely differ
She wasn't amused.
ent reasons than people in the inner-cities who use the
Then I said, "Whoah, what about
drugs notonly as a means of obtaining money but to make my financial aid?"
an intolerable life a little more tolerable. The United
"What financial aid?" she said.
States already has the second highest number of people in
"What do you mean, 'What finan
prison per capita, behind South Africa. It can hardly be
cial aid'," I asked. "I'm supposed to
understood why the president wants to put more people in have financial aid."
prison rather than assessing why there is such an incred
"Well, ourcomputerdoesn'tshow
ible demand for the drugs, especially among the those in it; you'll have to go to the Financial
Aid Office and ask them." I always
the inner cities.
Stopping the American cravingfor mind altering drugs knew computers were screwed.
So, I go to the Financial Aid Of
requires an intensive look at the society that stimulates
that craving to exist. The argument has rarely been heard fice, and, you guessed it, stand a
that it could be the society, with its increasing polarization couple of hours in a line with a lot of
of classes and de-humanization of individuals, that allows other distressed people only to learn
for the drug situation to be as severe as it is. The decline they hadn't done my financial aid
of family and community values has led to a breakdown yet.
Funny me, I thought Financial aid
in theideals that once made this nation free from the threat
was suppossed to be done before
of drugs.
The drug crisis is costing the United Statesan immeas school started so people had an idea
urable amount of hardship, economic cost, and diversion of how much they had to pay. But that
of resources. All involved have predicted a very long and idea doesn't fly in these parts.
drawn out battle, with most forecasts seeing the outcome
"But if I don't have my financial
as bleak. The current and past presidential policies will aid," I asked the Financial aid lady, "I
not alter the underlying causes for this drug crisis as brute can't validate 'cause I don't have
force is not a viable solution. Unless major efforts are $8,000, and if I don't validate I can't
enacted to examine these root causes of this crisis, wecan go to class or buy books, right?"
"I guess," she said, "but you'll
expect the future to be bleak.
have to go to the Finance Center and
ask them."
By now, Mom, I'm sure you've
figured out that nobody here knows
what anybody else is doing, and if
they do know what they're doing,
they don't tell anybody else about it.
But with that in mind, I've got a
great idea. We won't send UOP any
money this semester. I'll just tell them
I'm waiting for a student loan to
arrive, and I'll show up to class like
nothing happened.
By the time the Finance Center
asks Finacial Aid about it and then
decides to tell the Registrar, I'll have
graduated. How's that sound?
Geez, just think - if we'd have
thought of this sooner, we could have
avoided filling out all 50,000 of those
darned financial aid and payment
forms.
Well, I gotta go now. Take it easy,
and - oh yeah, I almost forgot ~
could you send me $100?
Thanks, Mom - you sure are
swell.
Tnvc,
d UOP son

JNTERNATIONAL
Students,
families
connect

World
Beat

The International Friendship
Family Program (IFFP), sponsored
by the Office of International Serv
ices and Orange Aide, is seeking
University families and foreign stu
dents who would enjoy forming last
ing friendships while learning about
another culture.
IFFP pairs individual students
with families and facilitates the friend
ship process by sponsoring group
activities such as potluck dinners or
trips to local attractions.
While Friendship Families are
expected to invite their student to
their homes once a semester and par
ticipate in the group activities, addi
tional meetings between the student
and the family are encouraged.
The program allows both foreign
students and Americans to become
more familiar with other cultures,
discovering both similarities and dif
ferences. Foreign students have the
opportunity to participate in family
life in the United States, enriching
their experience as well as that of the
family.
For more information contact
Mary Linquist at 946-2246.

piean government and an Eritrean
rebel group met in Atlanta to begin
preliminary talks to end their 28
year war.
An estimated 1 million people
have died in the conflict concerning
the province of Eritrea which con
tains Ethiopia's only direct access
to the Red Sea.

The third round of conven
tional arms talks opened in Vienna
last week. Warsaw Pact countries
are prepared to conclude a conven
tional arms treaty next year in ac
cordance with a six to twelve month
timetable laid out by President Bush
in May.
NATO failed to present a pack
age accepted by all member nations
of the North Atlantic Treaty Or
ganization.

Five Central American presi
dents met in Honduras and issued
the Tela Declaration in August. The
presidents of Costa Rica, Guate
mala, Nicaragua, El Salvador, and
Honduras agreed thatContra opera
tions mustbecompletely dismantled
by December 7 of this year.
The dismantling process will be
monitored and certified by repre
sentatives from the United Nations
and the Organization of American
States (OAS).
The Tela Declaration also advo
cates action towards ending inter
nal conflicts inEl Salvador and Gua
temala.
The five leaders will meet again
in Nicaragua at the end of the year.

General Michel Aoun, leader
of the Christian armies in Beirut,
asked for American aid in the battle
against Syrian troops in Lebanon.
The rival troops have engaged
in an artillery war since March 8 in
which more than 3,000 people have
been killed or wounded.
The United States completed
evacuation of the U.S. Embassy on
September 6, removing the last 30
Americans.
Ambassador John McCarthy did
not present his credentials to either
side any time since the creation of
the rival regimes a year ago.
Representatives of the Ethio-

Hungary permits East German exodus
ployment problems and housing
shortages.
Many of the new arrivals left East
Germany because they saw no hope
for reform. They also complained
about long lines and shortages of
commodities.
East Germany reacted angrily to
Hungary's suspension of a 1969
agreement to repatriate East Germans
trying to go west. This action broke
the traditional cohesion of Warsaw
Pact nations. East Germany accused
West Germany of trying to destabil
ize economic growth within East Ger
many by attracting labor forces.
The Soviet Union did not con
demn Hungary's action, but warned
Western countries not to interfere in
the internal affairs of Warsaw Pact
countries.
State Department spokesman
Richard Boucher said the United
States welcomed the Hungarian ac
tion and commended Austria for its
help in getting people into West
Germany.

many.
Bulletin boards in the reception
camps are filled with job offers, pri
marily for skills such as masonry,
carpentry, and metalworking. In West
Germany's highly educated and auto
mated society these skills are at a
premium.
Many of thenew arrivals left rela
tives behind in East Germany as the
exodus has been largely spontane
ous. They are concerned about fam-

Hungary announced S unday, Sep
tember 10,1989 thatit was temporar
ily suspending parts of a treaty with
East Germany which bans East Ger
man citizens from leaving Hungary
for the West.
Thousands of EastGermans, most
of them young, began pouring over
Hungary's border and rushing through
Austria into West Germany at mid
night Sunday night.
Hungary's foreign minister said
Sunday that 60,000 East Germans
are in Hungary as tourists. Hungar
ian officials said 16,000 more East
Germans arrived Monday from
Czechoslovakia. Additionally, East
German vacationersare arriving from
Bulgaria and Romania.
West Germany welcomed arriv
ing East Germans with speeches,
food, and gifts. Each new arrival is
given 200 marks by the government
and 50 marks from a private charity.
Subsidies for housing and furniture
will be available as needed for the
first few months of life in West Ger

Thousands of East
Germans began
pouring into West
Germany
ily in East Germany and government
reprisals.
West German law gives citizen
ship to all East Germans, but many
West Germans are concerned that the
sudden rush of people will act as a
cut-rate labor force reducing the
power of the unions,adding to unem
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Expanding the UOP experience
The UOP campus and the S tockton area both function as micro
cosms of the world. Thereare people
of many cultures and nationalities
living together. The foreign student
population of UOP reflects the lacets of the world.
Even with this close connection
to a variety of cultures and experi
ences , the activities of the world can
seem remote. People die. People
are hurt. Public officials are elected
and deposed. Wars begin and end.
Governments talk. And talk.
Thai's the news. The activity,
the decisions, and the statements
rarely seem to affect us here in our
campus world, yet we share that
environment with students who are
touched by world events. People
share dreams, and fears. The way in
which peopleact upon thosedreams
and beliefs is directly influenced by
their cultural environment.
I want to use this column to ex
amine those differences, to com
pare American culture and the col
lege experience with those of other
cultures.
Last summer Chinese students
exercised aright we take for granted,

What's
WOW?

and died for their beliefs. Their pas
sion and determination is similar to
that expressed in the protests of the
sixties and the concerns we have
today. Perhaps they were strangers in
fact, but not in intent or action. The

Potpourri
By Barbara Muller
International Editer

harsh consequences of their actions
seem incredible to us. Events like
this highlight the contrasts and simi
larities between their experiences and
ours.
Examination of the cultural heri
tage of a people opens doors and
demystifies differences. The relig
ious traditions of a people, their cus
toms and folk-lore, their history and
national pride, the physical environ
ment in which they live are all key
elements to understanding their cul
ture.
We take our football games and
homecoming traditions for granted.
Students in other countries have
similar traditions and activities. I
want to explore the nature of those

activities; to expose the richness of
life in other countries and cultures,
some of which can be found in our
community and on our campus.
There is much to see in other coun
tries. I'll explore the streets, restau
rants, hang-outs, and landmarks. I
hope to bring tolife thedetails which
illuminate our world: what to look
for and what to avoid when travel
ing; some how-to's and what-todo's.
I want to bring the world experi
ence home for UOP students. I'll
compare the American college ex
perience to that of students in other
countries, and to that of our friends
who study abroad. What do stu
dents abroad do for fun? Their
concerns and fears are similar to
ours, profound concernsabout both
world events and the problems of
daily life.
A thin curtain separates us from
understanding and communicating
with others. Through the explora
tion of customs, habits, and tradi
tions, I hope to tear that curtain, to
broaden my own understanding and
experience, and tostretch the microcosmic world we have at UOP.

IN THE MELTING POT
Greek Lemon Soup

World on Wednesday is a series of
lectures sponsored by UPBEAT,
OASIS, COPA, and the offices lo
cated in the Bechtel International
Center.
The noon lectures every Wednes
day feature topics of international
interest with a variety of speakers
from the local area as well as the
nation and world.
Lunch is served free to all stu
dents. Others are asked to donate $12.
The lectures are held in the Bech
tel International Center.

4 cups chicken broth
1/3 cup orzo (rice-shaped pasta)
3/4 lb. boneless chicken breasts,
skinned and cut in thin strips
2 large eggs
3 tbsp. lemon juice
1 tbsp. chopped fresh dill
1 tbsp. chopped parsley
1. Place broth in microwave-safe 2
quart casserole. Cover with plas
tic wrap; vent. Cook on HIGH 8
to 10 minutes, or until boiling.

Add orzo; cook, covered, on
HIGH 7 minutes. Add chicken
breasts; cook, covered, on HIGH
5 minutes longer, until orzo and
chicken breasts are tender.
2. In medium bowl, beat eggs with
lemon juice. Whisk in some of
the hot broth; return to casse
role. Cook, covered, on ME
DIUM 3 minutes;stir in dill and
parsley. Garnish with lemon
slices, if desired.
• Makes 4 to 6 servings.
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The48-Hour Student Loan.
Don't order your ring until you see Jostens selection of ringdesigns.
See your Jostens representative for more details.
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$25.
Payment Plans Available

Place

McCaffery Center

Meet with your Jostens representative for full details. See our complete ring selection on display in your college bookstore.

At Great Western Bank, we've taken the endless waiting and
worrying out of getting a Stafford Loan.
We've computerized the loan process. Applications are approved in
just 24 hours. Then, the next day, the check is sent to your school.That's
a 48-hour turnaround. Nobody does it faster.
In addition to the Stafford Loan, we offer two other federally
guaranteed student loans; Supplemental Loans for Students (SLS)
and Parent Loans (PLUS).
For loan details or a loan application, call Great Western Bank
Phone toll-free, 1-800-637-6767
_
Great Western Bank. We'll always be there. IcrVi
t=r

GREAT WESTERN BANK

A Federal Savings Bank and a Great Western Financial Company.
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Loss Leaders
"her Education
case discount on all wlnaa andliquors,
••(acted advertise specials excluded. No
sales In excess of 20 gallons. At your
licensed Safeway Store only.

10%

SAFEWAY COUPON
With This Coupon

Any 12" Pizza
1
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SHOP AND
SAVE EVERYDAY!
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Made FRESH In Our Deli,
Select From Several Varieties,
Including—Pepperoni, Sausage
and Mushroom and Vegetarian.

$400

One coupon per customer. Coupon valid September 13,1989, thru September 19, 1989, at your
Safeway Stores located at 15 W. Harding Way, Stockton; 1090 N. Main, Manteca; 2720 Country Club Blvd.
Stockton and 215 E. Lodl Ave., Lodl only.

Style Shampoo
or Conditioner,
15 oz., LIMIT 2
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Tecate Beer
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Appliances • File Folders • Software • Computer Printers • Moni
tors f^T^^^-^®^J2fiuaai£afl3gs_^TigeM/Vear^H^ghl1ghtere • Art

Imported From Mexico,
6-12 oz. Cans, SAVE $1.98 on 2
($13.99 per case)
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SAFEWAY COUPON
With This Coupon

Turkey Breast
Louis Rich, Thinly Sliced Breast Meat For a
itrltious, Delicious Sandwich or Cubed In Your
Favorite Tossed Green Salad!

lculable Savings

• 15 W. Harding Way
STOCKTON
• 1090 N. Main
MANTECA
2720 Country Club Blvd
STOCKTON
• 215 E. Lodi Ave.
LODI

SAFEWAY

ask. We can probably have it in 48 hours or less!

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
Lower Level • McCaffrey Center

bookkeeperneeded U!

The Pacifican needs you!
We need someone for accounts receiv
able, invoicing, and making deposits
Some spreadsheet experience helpful,
but not required. Applications avail
able at The Pacifican (third floor Hand
Hall). Deadline Friday, September 22,
IS THE LIBRARY YOUR WORSHIP HOME?
OR MAYBE THE MALL?

FAITH LUTHERAN CHURCH
IS A WORSHIP PLACE
FOUR BLOCKS FROM CAMPUS
AT ELDORADO AND FULTON
WE OFFER WELCOME, CARING, HOPE,
FORGIVENESS, AND GOOD NEWS.

ANDERSON Y
Fran Abbot, Director
946-2444
The Y encourages students to grow
beyond intellectual and emotional isolation
by exploring their own religious and ethical
traditions and challenging them to "think
globally and act locally."

CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST
Faculty Advisor Richard Turpin
946-3075
Campus Crusade for Christ is
an interdenominational student
movement committed to helping
students to cometo know Jesus Christ
in a personal way, and then growing
in their relationship with Him.

^

w

STOCKTON'S
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RADICAL REALITY
Karin Leonard
477-1 740
Sean Smith
952-8569
Radical Reality's purpose is to
accomodate the Christian's and
the non-Christian's development
in understanding the christian

QKBS2

CHRISTIAN SCIKI
Advlaor Min Ullmxi

HIS SERVANTS
.944-9532
Paul and Liz Thompson
Through small groups and one-on-one help, individua s
are enabled to grow into more Christ-centered Christians.
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The Air Force is looking far
pilots...navigators...
missileers...engineers...
^
managers and... more. Our positions are important "Vfau can get one
^ through Air Force RCJTC
As an Air Force R0TC cadet, you'll be trained
in leadership and management practices. \bu may
also apply for our scholarship program that helps pay
college expenses, plus $100 per academic month, tax free
After graduation, you'll have all the prestige and respon
sibility of an Air Force officer, \bull disccwer a new world
where youll be challenged to excel... and rewarded for your
success. Let us give you the details today
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Leadership Excellence Starts Here

BREAD, SOUP OR SALAD

$5.99
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In what will surely be the easiest test of your intellect this term, Apple invites you
to try winning a free Apple® Macintosh8 Plus personal computer merely by finding it in
this drawing.
We'll even give you a hint: It's not the table, the lamp, or the chair.
Now you're on your own.
To register, look for contest details where Macintosh computers are sold on your
campus. Oh, all right, we'll give you a hint for that, too: Look at the bottom of this ad.
But do it really, really fast. Because only one Macintosh is being given away on this
campus, and it's going to happen soon.
Soon, as in right away. Pronto. Quick-like.
But hey, you can take a hint.

Beer & Wine Sold Separately

19 NORTH CALIFORNIA ST.

Between Main & Weber
Monday thru Saturday
2 pm - 8 pm

Somebody's going to win a free Macintosh.
Enter by Friday, September 29th

University Computer Store
Located inside the University Bookstore
Lower Level • McCaffrey Center

FREE PARKING

462-9674
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If you can find aMacintosh
in this room,we might put one
inyours. Free.

(209) 464-5916
NEWEST FITNESS
2303 W. ALPINE
CENTER
STOCKTON. CA 95204
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CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
ORGANIZATION
Advisor Min Ulman
931-5644
Students share Biblical readings
they have selected, and discuss how
these passages have been meaning

CANTEBURY FELLOWSHIP
946-2458
Faculty Advisor Gayle Wooley
^ 2000
Lay Chaplain William Wooley
.. .. ...............
The Episcopal/ Anglican fellowship is open to all students of UOP for social

PACIFIC CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP
The Rev. Norris Palmer
946-2325
The Pacific Christian Fellowship
is a community of University per
sons who through fellowship, study
and retreats nurture their Christian
faith and celebrate in Protestant
worship at Morris Chapel.

FAITH LUTHERAN IS A CONGREGATION OF
THE EVANGELICAL LUTHERAN CHURCH IN
AMERICA

,,

toral counseling.

®

CHECK IT OUT SUNDAY MORNINGS
SUNDAY SCHOOL/BIBLE STUDY
9:00
10:00
WORSHIP
REV. ALAN FIELD, PASTOR

INTERVARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
Bret and Laura Bergthold
Scott and Nina Campbel
464-9352
Intervarsity Christian Fellowship is an interdenomi
national and multiethnic student movement commit
ted to declaring Christ to fellow students, leading
them into a relationship with Him, and helping stu
dents to mature in that relationship.

CATHOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY
951 '08
Father Charles Murphy
Newman House - 4101 N. Manchester
The Catholic outreach community on the
campus worships together at Mass, learns to
gether and supports one another through pas
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You can be an intern, too Dean Barr
0r not to
participate
CO-OP office has to offer. You
Guy A. Williams
Staff Writer
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Along with any
new year there are
new involvements
and responsibilities.
There are so many activities you
become involved in while still at
college-1 only wish that I had heard
about some of these opportunities
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Are you interested in the perform
ing arts? If you like to perform, you
can get involved in acapella choir,
dance, drama or even the marching
. All of these activities require
an audition, but you will never know
if you'll make it unless you try.
Would you like to have some say
in whatconcerts come to UOP? What
speakers cometo lecture? What films
come to campus? Then maybe you
should look into ASUOP and UP
BEAT. These services are available
to improve the quality of life at UOP.
Even if you are not (or maybe you
are) an inter-collegiate athlete, you
can still participate in a wide variety
of intramural sports for all levels of
skill. The intramural office has set up
a selection of activities that include
flag football, volleyball, tennis, golf
and the new addition of indoor soc
cer. If you are not interested in an
intramural team, UOP also has club
sports on campus. Some of these
sports include badminton, crew and
lacrosse.
Specialized organizations are a big
thing here on campus; if you would
like to get to know more people in
your field, there are fraternities for
your major such as Delta Sigma Pi
(business), Alpha Chi Sigma (Sci
ence), Lambda Kappa Sigma (phar
macy) and Sigma Tau Delta (Eng
lish). Come on, let's face it kids, the
main reason we are here is for educa
tion, and what's a better way to incor
porate education and socializing?
(Parents jive on that kind of thing,
anyway.)
If any of you are wondering how I
came up with all of these wonderful
ways to get involved, I looked them
up in the ASUOP folder we all re
ceived when we validated. All of
these activities are here for your en
joyment, so let's try and make the
most of our college career! Remem
ber that college is one of your last
opportunities to experiment and par
ticipate in things you really enjoy.
Hey, had it not been for my writing in
The Pacifican last year I never would
have become Feature Editor and
probably never thought about jour
nalism as a career. I still have a long
way to go, but at least I am involved
and enjoying whatI do. So PARTICI
PATE!

Even though we are now all adults,
there is still that little kid hidingsome
where inside of us. Taking celebrity
children on rides, developing crea
tive publicity and broadcasting live
from "the happiest place on earth" is
a normal day for a UOP student in
terning at Disneyland.
Have you ever wanted to experi
ence the working world without es
caping the security of college? Have
you ever heard the expression, "It's
not what you know, but who you
know?" If you can relate to any of
these questions, then it might be time
for you to check out the many intern
ship programs that are available for
you through the COP Cooperative
Education Internship Program.
There are internship programs
available for all respective majors.
You can build self-confidence and
professional attitude, apply your
academic skills, make contacts, and
prepare yourself for the job world.
Find out just what it takes to be a
broker, a real estate agent, an actor, a
graphic designer, a dentist, or a pub
lic relations representative. You might
work for Diamond Walnuts, Levi
Strauss, Walt Disney Productions,
NBC, the Smithsonian Institute, or
any facet of our government.
Now if you are really into your
college education, and you want to
learn more about your future career,
then go and find out just what the

could have the option to work in
Washington D.C.,San Francisco, Los
Angeles, or New York. Or you might
decide to go to Europe and work for
a top business firm, PR organization,
or even a major record company.
An internship is areally great way
to get yourself "immersed" into the
career of your choice. You can expe
rience the feeling of a forty hour a
week job,and if that's too overwhelm
ing then maybe a sixteen to twenty
hour a week job. Whatever career
goals you have in mind, the experi
ence will put you one step ahead in
the ever popular job market. Busi
ness executives are looking for expe
rience, and an internship gives you
that experience to put on your res
ume.
Don't have a resume? The CO
OP office will take you step by step
through the process of building that
resume. The office will also assist
you in all areas of your application.
If an internship is something you
might be interested in, drop by the
Cooperative Education Office, sec
ond floor of Anderson, and see Jody
Smith or Linda Johnson. But you
must plan ahead. These things take
time and planning. Dates for the
spring and summer orientation meet
ings are on October 19, November 15
and December 5. Find out just what
it's like to work out there in that
competitive job world that we all
must enter one day.

Odyssey

What began as a seemingly innocent game of
tag takes a strange turn for the worst when
Timmy literally becomes "it".

Faces
of UOP
For fifteen years, William Barr has been
the dean of the students at the University
of the Pacific.
Dean Barr enjoys his job and feels the
most rewarding part of his job is "to alter
someone's life a little; nudge someone in
the right direction and to make where
students live a little more intellectually."
Barr, along with the other faculty of the
office of student life, are here to help the
undergraduate students and find a way to
improve their experience at UOP.
All of the staff that work with the col
lege students have been in school and
know what thestudents are going through.
Their biggest challenge is how to be at the
right place when help is needed.
"This is a time of maturation for the
students. They are able to make mistakes
without having the world blow up in their
hands," said Barr.

Story by Susan Brooks; Photo by Eiron Erickson

What is life after college?
Susan Brooks
Feature Editor

Sometimes we forget, but deep
down everyone knows there must be
life after college. Some of us know
what we want, some haven't the
si ightcst idea, and it is the job of the
Career Planning and Placement
Center to help overcome this univer
sal "what should I do" collegiate cri
sis. The center is a sounding board to
help students with their academic
choice and selection of their future
goals.
It is never too soon to start, said
Helen Scully, new assistant director
of the centcr."We encourage fresh
man to come to us because we go
through a five-stage process that takes
time. The stages are assessment, ex
ploration, decision, work experience
and job search. "We want students to
think about it before the 'senioritjs'
hits," said Scully. The center's goals
are to assist students in finding a
logical path to their future career. The
counselors at the center are empha
sizing the importance of early par
ticipation due to various stages in
volved.
The career center, located on the
second floor of Anderson, provides
services and guidance for all from
young budding corporate yuppies to
potential graduate students. "We see
ourselves as a constant balancing act.
We are a placement agency over

looking the 'who am I and where am
I going' feelings," said Bill McGre
gor, director of the center.
If one is interested in taking the
business route, the center offers
workshops on interview tips, resume
writing and recruiting, and has a list
of potential companies.
If one is a little unsure of the
direction to head, the center has
counseling available and information
on organizations such as the Peace
Coips.
And for those who are not quite
ready for the reality of the real world,
the center has directories of graduate
programs, and information on the
GREs, LSATs, GMATs and all the
other various entrance exams for
graduate school.
The Career Planning and Place
ment Center also provides activities
that offer opportunities for occupa
tional exploration. On September 28
the center is sponsoring a Career Fair
open to any interested student. The
fair will be held from 10 a.m.-3 p.m.
on Anderson lawn. Over 50 organi
zations are available for the benefit
of the student. The fair will represent
three possible job organizations;
profit, non-profit and governmental.
A list of companies will be provided
in advance.
"The purpose of the fair isto allow
organizations to inform the students
and view potential hires. The stu
dents will be able to develop confi

GTS...WOODIE...STRB

Call The Pacifican, ask for Susie. 946-2155

•Sept. 15,4:30p.m. - seniormeeting
•Sept. 18-27 - resume and inter
view workshop
•Sept. 28,10 a.m.-3 p.m. - Career
Fair
•Sept. 29,7 a.m. - the beginning of
the senior priority interview sign-ups
•Oct. 2, 7 a.m. - the beginning of
the senior interview sign-ups.

SMART SCHEDULES
LOCATED IN THE
UOP INT'L SERVICE
CTR. AND THE
HOUSING OFFICE
OR FOR MORE
INFORMATION

LT...UOP lOS...

WANTED: Humorous, unique and bi
zarre license plate phrases. The
Pacifican wants to know your reason for
having a customized plate

Career Planning and Placement
Center's Calendar of Events

NEED A RDDE? SMART IS GOING YOUR WAY!

CALIFORNIA
HILLS

dence and communicate in profes
sional conversation," said McGre
gor.
The center is also sponsoring a
senior meeting tomorrow, Septem
ber 15, at 4:30 p.m.
"The meeting is designed to focus
on campus recruitment as it other
wise provides a forum to brief sen
iors in all facets and options frofn
degree to life after degree," said
McGregor.
Those students who attend the
senior meeting will have priority for
on-campus interviews.
"We want to use campus recruit
ment as a vehicle for seniors. Often
times a person's goal might not match
up with campus recruitment We are
glad and look forward to work with
students in assisting in the develop
ment of their job search goals," said
Scully.
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The University Bookstore would like to thank
each of you for your understanding and
patience during a very busy fall book rush!
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Summer Movies Break Records

Alumnus Brubeck to perform
Composer, pianist and legendary
jazz musician Dave Brubeck, a 1942
UOP graduate, was the first recipient
of the "Pantheon of the Arts" at a
dinner and ceremony in UOP's Ray
mond Great Hall on Wednesday.
Actor Burgess Meredith, a long time
friend of Brubeck, was the master of
ceremonies.
UOP has established the Pan
theon of the Arts as a means of hon
oring those alumni who have achieved
distinction in the fields of music,
drama or art.
Brubeck and other inductees
will be permanently honored in the
Pantheon, located in the Conserva
tory of Music.

fluenced by the ethnic music heard
on their travels. Brubcck's "Blue
Rondo a la Turk" has a base of Turk
ish folk rhythm. It won a Grammy
Award with A1 Jarreau's vocal ver
sion. The original Quartet's version
was on the 'Time Out" album, which
sold over a million copies in the U.S.
In 1963 both the "Take Five" and the
"Time Out" albums became the first
jazz records to go gold. In 1988, in
Vienna, Brubeck was awarded an
other gold record for "Brubeck's
Greatest Hits."
Brubeck has received many
awards, including the BMI Jazz Pio
neer Award, and four honorary doc
torate degrees; he is a DukeEllington
Fellow at Yale University and he was
one of the first musicians to have a
star placed on the Hollywood Walk

The use of odd-meters, signa
tures, and emphasis on improvisa
tion and harmonic experimentation
has fascinated the audiences of
Brubeck for over forty years. In
1954, he was on the cover of 'TIME"
magazine highlighting the story on
the rebirth of jazz. "The New Yorker"
magazine also did aprofile and called
him the foremost jazz performer of
his time. Since then, many genera
tions have discovered theexcitement
and passion of Brubeck's music.
Throughout his career Brubeck
has performed for distinguished
audiences around the world. He has
played for every president beginning
with John F. Kennedy, and was also
invited by President and Mrs. Re
agan to perform at the Summit in
Moscow at the reciprocal dinner
honoring the Gorbachevs. Brubeck
also composed and participated in
the compositions of the papal tour of
the U.S. by Pope John Paul II.
His world tours have included
several for the State Department in
the Middle East and Eastern Europe.
Brubeck is one of America's leading
good will ambassadors. Theimprovi
sations performed by the Dave
Brubeck Quartet were oftentimes in

ofFame. In 1985,hereceivedaplace
in the Walk of Honor at the Concord
Pavilion, the Campostela Humani
tarian Award, a citation from the
National Federation of Music Clubs,
and the Connecticut Music Educa
tors Award. Brubeck received the
Connecticut Arts award in 1987 and
was honored in 1988 with the Ameri
can Eagle Award presented at the
National Music Council. He has also
received a Commendation of Excel
lence from BMI for "long and out
standing contributions to the world
of jazz."
Brubeck went to the College of
the Pacific to study veterinary medi
cine. When his pre-med studies at
UOP began it didn't take long until
he realized that animal medicine was
not his future goal.
Shortly after, Brubeck became a
Conservatory student. During the
day Brubeck was just another co-ed
at Pacific, but at night he played at
dances and other events in and around
the Stockton area. It was in Stockton
that he developed his unique and
innovative style that would hallmark
his career.
Brubeck owes much of his deci
sion tostay in music to the late Russell

By Georgette Haefling

Staff Writer
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Bodley, his harmony and composi
tion professor at UOR In an inter
view 11 years ago Bodley recalled,
"Dave had his own slant on things
and we had to give him credit for
being original."
Upon graduation in 1942,Brubeck
entered the armed services where he
served under Patton in the European
Theater of Operations. After his
discharge in 1946, Brubeck returned
from Europe to study composition
with the famous French composer
Darius Milhaud. With encourage
ment from Milhaud, Brubeck began
composing and performingin his first
octet, then with a trio. The Dave
Brubeck Trio won both the Down
beat and the Metronome awards for
Best New Instrumental group. In
1954 Brubeck organized a quartet
with saxophonist and original quartet
member, Paul Desmond. This group
excelled tonational acclaim. By 1954
the Dave Brubeck Quartet could be
heard in every college dorm across
the country.

"An Evening with
Dave Brubeck"
Friday, Sept. 15 at
8:00 P.M.
Now, 47 years after his gradu
ation, Dave Brubeck returned to the
college campus that launched his
internationally prominent career.
Brubeck will also perform on Sept.
15 at a pops concert with the Stock
ton S ymphony Orchestraat 8 p.m., in
the Stockton Civic Auditorium. Tick
ets for "An Evening with Dave
Brubeck," available through the
Stockton Symphony, are $30 for
seating on the main floor. Proceeds
from this event will go towards a
Conservatory of Music/Stockton
Symphony string scholarship. For
more information, call (209) 4625237.

Local band
needs
musicians

Risky Business: Thursday, Sept. 14,7 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
Saturday, Sept. 16,7 p.m.

By David Hurst
Entertainment Editor

Say Anything: Friday, Sept. 15, 7 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
Saturday, Sept. 16,9:30 p.m.
Sunday, Sept. 17, 2 p.m., 7 p.m. & 9:30 p.m.

The Stockton Concert Band will
begin its season on Sept. 19, and
wants eager musicians to apply.

Blazing Saddles: Tuesday, Sept. 19,9 p.m.

CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
"Woodwind Faculty Ensembles": Chamber and solo music
Tuesday, Sept. 19 at 8:15 p.m. in the Faye Spanos Concert Hall.

UOP GALLERY
The UOP Gallery will present works of sculpture by artists
John deMarchi and Joseph Farais through Oct. 6.
DeMarchi's work is in the tradition of the artist-engineer—
the creator of art and mechanical devices—in the style of Le
onardo and Alberti.
Mr. Farais' work is influenced by the aerodynamic shapes of
musical instruments and medieval weaponry.
The UOP Gallery is located on the second floor of the McCaf
frey Center. Hours are Monday-Friday 9 a.m.-9 p.m.; Saturday
and Sunday 2-9 p.m. For more information, call 946-2814 or
946-2171.

Musical Director Rod Swearingin says that anyone with some
instrumental experience, who is
interested in a wide-ranging pro
gram of classical, standards and
popular pieces should bring their
instrument to the first band rehearsal
Sept. 19,at7:15in the Lincoln High
School band room.

Three concerts will be preceded
by at least eight rehearsals, each
filled with old and new material.
The first set runs from Nov. 14 with
a concert in UOP's Long Theater on
Nov. 21.
The second series of rehearsals
will begin Jan. 9 and will culminate
with a concert March 13. The final
series of the fourth season will begin
March 20 and will end with a May
15 concert. A $15 registration fee is
required for each concert and re
hearsal set. A $40 fee will cover the
three-concert season. For more in
formation contact founder Dorsey
Meyer at 464-0580.
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Don Henley and guest Edie Brickell and the New Bohemians
will be in concert at the Cal Expo Amphitheatre Thursday, Sept.
21 at 7:30 p.m. Tickets are $18.50 reserved and lawn. They
will also perform at the Shoreline Amphitheatre Saturday, Sept.
23 at 8 p.m. Tickets are $18.50 reserved and $16.50 lawn.

It was the best of times, it was the
worst of times; it was the 1989 sum
mer movieseason. Comedies were at
their peak, while some of the highly
anticipated sequels barely got off the
ground.
All in all, the record box office
revenues for the season, which began
Memorial Day and ended Labor Day,
were up 20 percent from last sum
mer's record $1.7 billion. The final
take: $2.05 billion.
It was a fantastic season, with s
many of the smash hits still riding the
crest of the wave. "Batman," un- §
doubtedly the most talked about s
movie of the summer, and certainly
the most publicized, has maintained
a solid twelve weeks in the top ten.
As of Labor Day, the movie had gar
nished nearly $240 million.
"Batman" was one of the many
cross-over films which lured adults
into the traditionally youth-flooded
theater. Among other cross-over
success stories, which brought in both
young and old audiences: "DeadPoets
$ociety," "Honey, I $hrunk theKids,"
and the latest Steve Martin vehicle,
"Parenthood."
A number of successful titles
were looked on with doubt in the
spring movie previews, much to the
dismay of critics. Few expected
"Dead Poets Socicty"($86 million),
"When Harry Met Sally"($67 mil
lion) or "Turner & Hooch"($57 mil
lion) to be the smash successes that
they are.
Five of the summer's movies
exceeded the $100 million point. In
order of descending receipts they
were: "Batman," "Indiana Jones and

MORRIS
CHAPEL

Movies With
Meaning:
Batman
Sunday
Sept. 17
11:00 am
Dr. Gary Putnam
University Chanlain
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Harrison Ford and Sean Connery successfully paired
up for one of the summer's few hit sequels..

the Last Crusade"($189.5 million),
"Lethal Weapon 2"($131 million),
"Honey, I Shrunk the Kids"($119
million), and "Ghostbusters II"($110
million).
Finishing off the ten most
watched list were "Dead Poets Soci
ety," "When Harry Met Sally," "Parenthood"($64 million), "Turner &
Hooch" and "Star Trek V: The Final
Frontier"($50.5 million).
Many of the much anticipated
movies were failures, at least finan
cially. This is due in part to produc
tion value, but also to the fact that
they were bumped out of the theaters
quickly in order to make room for
new material. ClintEastwood's"Pink
Cadillac" and "Karate Kid III" are
perfect examples of this, as are the
Jerry Lee Lewis bio-pic"Great Balls
of Fire"and the latest Bond flick "Li

cence to Kill."
This summer also marks the
,Gtegor>'
self destruction of Jason and Freddie,
kings of the horror genre. With only #ttt
slightly over $14 million dollars in
revenue at the end of the season, ^jftertKV" ^? ffi|
"Friday the Thirteenth VIII: Jason fjc&nschcffi^
iihatcoriJ *
Takes Manhattan" should have been
titled "Jason Takes a Dive." A slow
start for "Nightmare on Elm Street 5" ><!ldelcn o „
has only brought in $20 million in Urns begar. Scon •
1
ticket sales, hardly thestuff of dreams. leinihePiO^'.'' «
,ng the Uiuvef»'0
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Fall movies have potential
With the extensive media cov
erage and hoopla about the tremen
dous summer movie season and the
broad number of success stories, one
is left to wonder what can possibly
expect to be seen in the coming
months. Afterall,all ofthe good stuff
is out already, right? Wrong, or at
least maybe not. The movie studios
have a bevy of potential hits waiting
in the wings for a fall release.
Don't expect to see caped
superheroes or miniaturized children.
This fall will find some far-out ideas,
but will rely mostly on tear-jerking
dramas and bittersweet comedies.
Some of your favorite perform
ers are trying to make it big on the big
screen, among them Michael J. Fox,
Eddie Murphy, Roseanne Barr, Dolly
Parton and Redd Foxx.
In addition, the old stand-bys
will be in attendance. Paul Newman,
Marlon Brando, and Jack Nicholson
all have features debuting in Decem
ber. Some women could ask for noth
ing better for Christmas.
Of the many movies slated for
release in the next few months, the
following are some of the stand-outs.
Look Who's Talking...Some
pregnant women feel the unborn child

kick. This child talksand gives Mom
advice. This October release stars
John Travolta, Kirstie Alley and Bmce
Willis.
Back to the Future II... Michael
J. Fox returns, this time travelling to
2015 to check on his kids. He might
not like what he finds. Producers are
banking big on this one, so much so
that their making "Future III" at the
same time. November release.

owners who battle gangsters. Redd ai
Unfortunately this l(
Foxx has a supporting role. Has the
inaccurate i
potential to be hilarious. Look for
this one in November.
JOPplayers.fore* j
fe Pitt coa
Two Jakes... Jack Nicholson in
lilitytohaha
the long awaited sequel to "China ^ intensity throuc lv
town". Set to be in theaters in De yet an article like
cember.

Steel Magnolias... A drama star
ring Dolly Parton, Sally Field,Shirley
MacLaine, Darryl Hannah and Olympia Dukakis. A story of friendship
that should be interesting, to judge it
by its original play version. Success
may seem eminent, but then again,
none of these actresses has carried a
movie successfully by herself. The
corroboration could beapowerhouse.
November.

The Little Princess... For those
of you looking for a decent animated
feature, this one may befor you. This
is Disney's first full-length animated j
fairy-tale since "Sleeping Beauty".
The story is about a mermaid and the j
trials of falling in love with a mortal 1
prince. Soundsappy? So were"Snow pl!eticdePanmc,
White" and "Cinderella", but that It kj
didn't hurt them. Released around
ls first
Thanksgiving.
vcJ'

She Devil... Roseanne Barr makes
her screen debut as the wife of Ed
BegleyJr. Begley runs off with Meryl
Streep, but don't expect Roseanne to
let him get off easy. This movie de
buts in December.

Old Gringo... This film, set dur JSforth, '
ing the Mexican Revolution, is a Nen%a.1(;nv
classic Western love story involving
Jane Fonda, Gregory Peck and "L.A.
Law'"s Jimmy Smits in a love tri-L.
angle. October release.
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By David Hurst
Entertainment Editor
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Peter, Paul and Mary will perform Sunday, Sept. 17, at the
San Joaquin Center for the Performing Arts. Tickets are $22.50
for the 7:30 p.m. show

"Batman", "Last Crusade" set the pace

WE'LL COPY CLASS MATERIALS SUCH
LECTURES NOTES. SYLLABUS, ETC.

CONCERTS
Metallica will be in concert with Faith No More Friday, Sept.
15 at the Shoreline Amphitheatre at 8 p.m. and Saturday, Sept.
16 at the Cal Expo Amphitheatre. Tickets for both shows are
$18.50 reserved
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Lady
Tigers
hit
the
road
to
big
west
Tiger Tracks
(VOLLEYBALL, from page 7)

Friday, September 15
Volleyball at Notre, Dame Tournament

Saturday, September 16
^otball vs. Fresno State

6:30 p.m.
field Hockey vs. Michigan
2:00 p.m.
dross Country at Fresno St. Invitational
Wednesday, September 20
Volleyball at Santa Clara
field Hockey vs. Stanford
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7:30 p.m.
4:00 p.m.
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Thus began Scott Newman's
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like were left wondering how
Newman got his job. As one UOP
player said after reading the article,
"Was that guy at the right game?"
Newman's article is a prime
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with a team that is ranked in the Top
, 20 and in the hunt for a national
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The Lady Tigers' first priority
will be to win the Big West title. Last
season, the Big West qualified eight
teams in the NCAA tournament,
which was a record. This season, six
teams received votes for the top 20
rankings with three teams placing in
the top eight. Big West coaches fore
see victory for Long Beach St. as they
received nine of ten first place votes.
Hawaii, last year's NCAA runner, is
picked second and UOP is third. The
best of the rest are San Diego St.,
Santa Barbara and San Jose. " On
paper it looks like Long Beach,
Hawaii and us [Pacific] are the teams
to beat," said Head Coach John Dun
ning." We have the three best players
in the country in Tara Cross, Tee
Williams and Elaina Oden but games
are not played on paper."
Pacific's 1989 season got off to a
fast start defeating two division II
powers in Sacramento St. and Port
land St. as well as knocking off the
Alumni and Soviet Junior National
team in exhibition play.
At Sacramento, the Tigers handed
the host Hornets a 15-8, 6-15,15-4,
15-13 loss. The UOP attack was led
by Fifer, who hammered 13 kills at
67 percent clip and 7 digs. Scotlan
was just as impressive slugging 10

Field hockey
starts stong

I X

Tom Gregory
rips the Tigers in the press and
mentions nothing positive about
UOP's football program.
Enough about Scott Newman,
what about Tiger running back
Anthony Williams? Williams, after
suffering a season-ending injury
last season, broke his ankle in the
Pitt game and will have to sit out
another season. Because he has seen
limited action since coming to UOP,
few people realize how much tal
ent Williams actually has. He's the
type of back that can win games
with long break-away runs, and
with his close to the ground run
ning style he's a fun back to watch.
All that we can do now is wish
Anthony the best of luck in healing
up and hope that next year we'11 be
able to enjoy watching him tear up
the Big West for an entire season.

Kristen Lichau

Sports Editor

Field hockey began their home
season with a win over Stanford 2-1.
This is the first time since 1974 that
field hockey has beaten the Cardinals
on Tiger ground. The Tigers took an
early lead when Melissa McNutt
scored in the first quarter. 20 sec
onds after Stanford tied it up in the
second quarter Nita Bruner put in the
winning goal.
The Tigers continued their win
ning in Chico Saturday when they
defeated Chico State 2-1.
They will play Michigan at home
(Brookside Field) this Saturday at
2:00 to see if they can continue this
winning streak.
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^ Recreation facilities arc available to all students and faculty on campus and is located in the center of campus in
i
out a me
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There is a large assortment of free weights and machines for those who enjoy a challenging wor out.
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A final note: San Diego SL and
Cal Poly SLO will be leaving the
conference at theend of theseason in
order to make room for New Mexico
St. and Utah St., who will be enter
ing.

Players anticipate strong season
Call it an ugly beginning with a
potentially attractive ending. After
fulfilling old contract duties by sur
viving twopowerhouse football teams
in Pittsburgh and Auburn, the UOP
Tiger football team is ready to play
closer to home against teams more on
their level.
"In the last two weeks our foot
ball team has gone through some
growing pains and hard times. I think
this week you'll see a mature Tiger
team. After all, it is our first home
game after two long road trips and it
is against (rival) Fresno State," says
Ted Diehl, senior offensive lineman.
Saturday the Tigers will host the
Fresno Bulldogs at 6:30pm in Stagg
Memorial Stadium. In 1987 theHgers

defeated the Bulldogs in a loud, ex
citing final two minutes; in fact,
except for last year, the past four
games were thrilling contests.
The Tigers have implemented a
new offense that should entail more
passing and variety in plays, "It will
be more exciting for the crowd than
the wishbone (old offense that was
based on therunning game)—as most
fans will attest", Diehl said, "When
we start properly executing our new
offense it will be potent and hard to
stop." Senior Greg Koperek hasinter
cepted a pass in each of the past four
games (dating back to last season);
he'll attempt to make it five.
There will be a gathering for the
enitre student body to meet the foot

ball team, coaches and cheerleaders
at a pep rally Friday at noon on the
lawn between the fraternities and
sororities. The rally will attempt to
rekindle the rivalry that is vivid in the
minds of those who witnessed the'87
game.
The Bulldogs are 2-0 after beat
ing visiting Utah and Montana. This
will be their first road game and it
should prove to be an exciting com
petition as the rivalry grows yet one
more year.
Greg Koperek sums it up, "Fresno
State is our top rival. This is the game
we look forward to the most. This is
the game we want to win the most
We willdo our best to see that wedo."

Polo takes second in NorCal Cup
Karen Levy

. "Steeping

Rclea

were able to pull a five set match
because we did not win one last sea
son."
The Tigers will take their act on
the road, participating in the Notre
Dame Tournament before travelling
to face Santa Clara.

Guest Writer

t full-length antej^f

MTI.

Big West's player of the week, Cathey Scotlan spikes
another one over the Soviet block.

Cyndi Strub
Guest Writer

Workout anyone?

Princess... Fort**
for a decent anima

kills, 3 service aces and 8 digs. The
Tiger team as a whole had 18 team
blocks and a kill percentage of 32.2.
The Tigers polishedofftheAlumni
in three quick sets: 15-1, 15-6 and
15-10. Kasser led all Tigers with 8
kills while Oden had a team high of
10 digs.
The Lady Tigers proved to be
ungracious hostessesas they beat the
Division II NCAA champs in straight
sets: 15-11,15-9,15-11. Pacific was
aided by Fifer and Oden, who had 10
and 9 kills respectively while Beckenhauer and Scotlan provided the
defense with 14 digs apiece.
In the latest version of Glasnost,
the Tigers spoiled the Soviet Junior
National team's debut of their month
long tour of the States with a five set
win: 15-1,11-15,11-15,15-6,15-11.
The fire power was supplied by fifer,
who achieved 24 kills and 12 digs.
Oden finished with 19 kills and 4.5
blocks while Scotlan put forth 15
kills, 15 digs and 6.5 blocks. The
Tigers as a whole put together a stel
lar performance on defense, holding
the junior Soviets to just .134 slug
ging percentage while adding 21
blocks and 79 digs. "We played an
outstanding match," said Dunning.
"We did not reach this point 'til late
last season. I am also pleased we

U.O.P. Tiger Wateipolo opened
their season on Saturday by hosting
the Nor-Cal Cup Tournament at the
Chris Kjeldsen Pool.
In the first game of the tourna
ment, Cal, the defending national
champions, lost to fourth-ranked
Stanford. Throughout the first half
both teams exchanged goals evenly,
but due to Stanford's tremendous
counter-attack the Cardinals opened

up a three-goal lead enabling them to
upset the Bears 10-8.
The Tigers proved the capability
of their young team with an impres
sive 11-6 win over Fresno State.
Junior Mike Allen, who sat out
last season due to injury, led the Ti
gers' offensive attack with threegoals.
Junior Kelly Porter and Freshman Eli
Gatreux also contributed to Pacific's
win with three and one goals respec
tively.
Pacific's freshmen showed their
strength in their first collegiate game.
Driver Todd Hosmer had one goal
and Matt Merickel showed great
defensive play.

Other starters junior Mike Dohren,
team captain Craig Ackley, and so
phomore Chris Appleton each con
tributed one goal.
The win over Fresno State placed
U.O.P. against Stanford. The Cardi
nals beat U.O.P. 9-4 with two goals
made by Dohren; Appleton and
Gatreaux scored one apiece.
Although the win went to Stan
ford, Pacific's players seem confi
dent about the upcoming season.
U.O.P. is looking to be a strong con
tender in the race for a 1989 NCAA
playoff berth.

SUN

MON

TUES

WED

THURS

5-10 p.m.

5-10 p.m.

5-10 p.m.

5-10 p.m.

5-10 p.m. 11-8 p.m. 12-9 p.m.

12-3 p.m.

6-7 p.m. 12-3 p.m. 6-7 a.m.
12-3 p.m.
12-3 p.m.

12-3 p.m. 12-5 p.m. 12-5 p.m.

11-2:30
7-8 p.m.

11-3 p.m. 11-2:30 p.m 11-3 p.m.
7-8 p.m.
7-9 p.m.
7-9 p.m.

12-2:30 p.m. 10-12p.m.

Want to improve your image?
/J
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Upcoming Intramural Events
FORMAT

ENTRIES
OPEN

ENTRIES
CLOSE

PLAY
BEGINS

NOTE

League
M&W &
Co. Rec.

Sept 12

Fri, Sept 22
3:00 p.m.

Mon, Oct 2

Captains
meet 9/28 @
5:15 inWPC

^dminton Tourn M&W Sept 19

Wed, Oct 4
3:00 p.m.

Thurs, Oct 5 One day
only

Wed, Oct 4

Sat, Oct 7

ACTIVITY
f **e<

singles &
doubles
Individual

Sept 19

Swimming,
Biking &
Running

Be an RA or SA
Applications Available in the
Student Advising Office of Office of
Student Life
Applications Due: September 28

(
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CLASSIFIEDS
HELP WANTED

College/Campus Representative.
Earn top $. Flexible hours. Fun.
Enjoyable. Rewarding. Gross up
to $20,000 per year by helping
friends receive grants/scholar
ships. For information please call
(213)967-2115.
Attention: Earn money reading
books! $32,000/yr. income po
tential. Details: (1) 602-8388885 Ext. Bk. 7481.
Work for The Pacifican—The
Pacifican is now looking for a
bookkeeper, as well as Staff
Writers and Photographers.
Applications are available at the
offices, 3rd floor Hand Hall.
Attention - Hiring! Government
Jobs - your area. Many immedi
ate openings without waiting list
or test. $17,840-$69,485. Call
1-602 838-8885. Ext. R 7841.
FOR SALE

Attention - government seized
vehicles from $100. Fords, Mer
cedes, Corvettes, Chevy's. Sur
plus Buyers Guide. 1-602 8388885.
Car - 1985 BMW 318i. 4-door.
Auto. New Tires. Exel cond.
$11,900,1-293-3999 (eve. and
wkend.)

Small Country Cottage near
Burson for rent to mother with
young child. No smokers. No
dopers. $300/mo. Call Randy.
952-2306

PERSONALS

Lonley? Need a Date? Meet that
special someone today! Call
Dateline (405) 366-6335.

God—Sorry about the $20.
Hope it was worth it. We all
miss you, and Brian can't wait
until the 21st.

With this coupon, buy one junior cup of yogurt (8 oz. size) of your
choice and receive the second one free! Does not include toppings.
Not good with any other offer. One coupon per visit, please

PRINCE - Batman

3GREATWHITE-Twice Sh
•INEYOUNG CANNIBALS - Raw
MILLIVANILU - Girl You Know

.8 GLORIA ESTEFAN- Cuts Both Wa9
®

1®

SI

We provide fraternity sportswear, party
favors, silk-screen t-shirts, hats, embroidery
and much more at LOW COST and
QUICKLY.
• We take late orders, get them there on time
and require ISIO CONTRACT.

Matthew- your exquisite taste
amazes even the Nordstrom
queen! Thank you for the
beautiful assortment of jewelery!
See - now wasn't last weekend
fun!?! Let's go drink some Blanc
deNoirs! -Jen!

Tigers
Yogurt
9 Flavors

jLASTIE BOYS - Paul's Boutlqui

Lower Level ' McCaffrey Center

,

n

. . . * f
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Chorge It to your
your Bookstore
Account

p

a

c

i

to face a highly

' Bill
'•:e ?*,fr
n.i in
Big West
West lc
lc

ft" f lostosU
27-14 inthcpoi
pJastheyl

'

^eTigeroffense.initsnrsjl
Ls a non-ranked powcrtv
signs oflifc so
rir t two touchdowns of the
.fistu end Scott Lubowcn

J sSowed

Learn all about
economics,
mathematics and
the perilsof

Nothing can improve your
a DiscountBanking™ checking
knowledge of finance as quickly account.
as having your own checking ac
The coupon book gives
count But there's no
you great discounts on
reason not to have
everything from pizza to
a good time while
comedy clubs. And the
you leam.
checkbook gives you a
That's why you
head start on managing
should come into
your money.
Security Pacific. Because
If you need a little extra
we'll give you a Fun Time Values credit, Security Pacific can help
coupon book just for opening
you there, too. Because we have

Visa8and Mastercard8accounts
with special college-level, quali
fying requirements. Drop by, fill
out an application, and we'll give
you a free solar calculator.
A Security Pacific checkbook
won't organize your entire life. Just
the part that pertains to money.
Open
Monday and Friday 9AM-7PM
Tuesday-Thursday 9 AM-4 PM
Saturday 9 AM-1 PM

»SECURITY PACIFIC BANK
TO want to be your bank for life?

TOP TEN CD'S AND TAPES ALWAYS ON SALE!!

UNIVERSITY B00KST0

:ei

• We are Local and will suit your needs
whenever you desire.

TOM PETTY . Full Moon Fever

Books... and a whole lot morel

-n

rfiuddy

Single white male, 6 ft. 190 lbs.
seeks slim single white female,
23-35, who likes country living,
horses, kids, camping, and
outdoors. Call Ted 952-2306.

4227 Pacific Ave
957-6042
New Location

6

°°

Miriam—Hi honey! Look we
did it, what do you think? By the
way, leave Friday open for a very
relaxing, romantic dinner. I V
ya....jamcs.

See your name on the byline!
Be a photographer or staff
writer. News! Entertainment!
Features! International! Sports!
Opinion! Whatever you are
interested in. Applications are
available at The Pacifican (third
floor Hand Hall). (W)RITE NOW!

4

P

Attention - Government homes
from $1 U-repair. Delinquent tax
property. Repossessions. Call 1602 838-8885.

The Pacifican Wants You!

2

SHOWROOM

1110 W. Fremont St. • Stockton, CA 95203

Cm

Paafic

Bank.

•s™* A* Corporation. Mastercard ts a reptered tradnnark of Mastercard

Stockton Office
520 El Dorado St.
Stockton

Visa ts a revered traded of Vua

USA, he. Member FDIC.

North Stockton Office
6430 Pacific Ave.
Stockton

(In final quarter on the receivln
0f 13-yard Troy

Kopppass.an
in lie same period Brian Bal
gr frbed another 3-yard Kopp
(o Pacific's only other score

LeTigers fought Fresno St
a tandstill throughout most (

fotquarter until place kicker
Bulldogs into the
injcolumn, sliding a 29-yard
the uprights.
p; 1il through the
rThamin
i the
The rain eanmnd
seemed In
to h'H
have
ef:i kt
Won
on the kicking game.
game. L
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